for the derivative and for the maximum modulus on a larger circle of a polynomial with a given zero on the unit circle are obtained in terms of its degree and maximum modulus on the unit circle; examples are given to show that these are sharp with respect to the degree (best constants are not known). Inequalities for Lp norms, in particular L norms, are also derived. Also certain functions of exponential type are considered and similar inequalities are obtained for them. Finally, the problem of estimating P (r) (with 0 < r< 1) given P (1) = 0 is taken up.
In both (1.1), (1.2) equality holds only for P (z) = e'yz", i.e. when all the zeros of P (z) lie at the origin. Erdös conjectured and later Lax [11] verified that if P (z) 4 0 in |z | < 1 then (1.1) can be replaced by Pn^e<fn,a \\'\'1 J '
We also prove Theorem 3. // Pn(z) e 9' then for R > 1 (1.7) max |PU)|<R"<1-!--(I -e-n/2)(l -R-1)2). Theorem 1 says in particular that if P"U) e % 0 tnen POLYNOMIALS WITH A PRESCRIBED ZERO
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(1,5") max |F"(z)| < n -(2 -\ß)/4n. |«|.l
We are also able to replace (1.7') max /max \P (z)l\ < R" (l --L (l _ e~n/2)(l -R"1)2) obtainable from Theorem 3 by ar.) max /max |P (z)|\ < Rn 11-if-^ (l -R"1)2}.
Coming back to the original question of Boas, namely what happens if p (z)
has k zeros in |z| > 1, we can prove the following theorem:
Theorem 5. Corresponding to every e> 0, there exist a 8 > 0 and an integer nQ such that for all n> nQ there is a polynomial P (z) £J Q which has at least d^/n zeros in \z\ > 1 and is such that maxi i . |P'(z)| > n -e.
Theorem 2 gives us an idea as to how large maxi i_j |FU)| can be if P (z)
is a polynomial of degree n such that maxi|_1|Pn(z)| = 1 and |Pn(l)| = a. It is natural to ask how small maxi \_X\P (z)| can be under these conditions. This question turns out to be easy. Indeed, from we obtain, for |z| < 1, |P (z)| <a+|z-l| max |P'(z)|<« + 2 max |P'(z)| n -II," II.* |z|<l |z|sl that is (1.9) max \P'n(z)\>(l -a)/2.
We may consider the polynomial (1.10) P (z) = a+ ya(l-z)\k + (~z)n-l\ " 2(k + 1)
with sufficiently large positive k to see that the bound (1 -a)/2 is best possible.
In fact, P (1) = a, maxi i_j |P (z)| = 1 and, for every given ( > 0, ax |P'(z)|=(l-a)^+Hi>)<l^+ t if k > (1 -a)(n -1)A -1.
Applying Theorem 3 to the polynomial z"P ( 
On the other hand they showed that if a> is large then for n > 0) (1.13) fi(<a»«)<l-!/(*&>)+°dA>).
Here we shall prove the following theorem which gives a better estimate for fi((ù, n) than (1.13). Besides, in lieu of requiring maxi |_JP (2)| < 1 we only assume |P (exp(z'/77/?2))| < 1 for ;' = 1, 2, 3, • • •, 2w -1 if 1 is the point on |z| = 1 where P (z) vanishes.
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Theorem 6. // P (z) is a polynomial of degree n such that P (1) = 0, |Pn(exp(z'/î7/z2))| < 1 for j = 1, 2, 3, • • •, 2« _ 1 then, ¡or 0<u)<n, «•»> KK)h-a-¿>a:¿)H)"-Inequalities (1.1), (1.2) can be obtained by letting p -» °° in the inequalities and respectively. Inequality (1.15) is due to Zygmund [20] who proved it for all trigonometric polynomials of degree n and not only for those which are of the form P (e1 ). As for (1.16) it is difficult to trace its origin. We can deduce it from a well-known result of G. H. Hardy [10] according to which for every function f(z) analytic in |z| < pQ and, for every p > 0, where X is the unique root of the equation (2 -e)n/log n and (2 + f)n/log n, i.e. (2 -e)«/log n < a < (2 + e)n/log n. In other words, a ~ 2n/(log n) as n -» oo.
In order to prove (1.25) we write 2£~¿[l/(n2 -k2 -2n/log n)] as < w-n(l _ 2/n log n)* nz} l n(l -2/n log nYA k=0 « + * 2 1 + log(2?2 -1) 
2n
This proves (1.25), and the verification of the claim that "an ~ 2«/(log n) as n'-* oo" ¡s complete.
(ii) That, for fixed n, ß ~ R2n/(n + 1) as R -♦ oo can be deduced from the trivial fact: On setting A^ = k2 (0<k<n), Afe = R2k (0 < k < n) in Theorem 7" we ob- (1.33) l|P>''e)l|2 < (2n/(2n + l))^||Pn(<^)||4.
In (1.33) equality holds for all polynomials P (z) for which |Pn(e¿e)|2 = n-¿ cosk(9-9Q) for 0 < 9 < 2t7.
Entire functions of exponential type. If P (z) is a-polynomial of degree n such that |P (z)| < 1 for |z| = 1 then f(z) = P (elz) is an entire function of exponential type n and |/(x)| < 1 for -oo < x < oo. From (1.1) we know that |/'(x)| <n for -oo<x<oo whereas according to (1.2) |/(x + iy)\ < e"lyl for y < 0.
It was shown by S. Bernstein (see [3, Chapter 11] ) that for every entire function f(z) of exponential type r satisfying |/(x)| < 1 for -oo < x < oo we have \f (x)| < T for -oo < x < oo. Besides, it is a simple consequence of the Phragmén-Lindelôf principle (for references see [3, p. 82 We shall show that (1.36) is "essentially" best possible.
Theorem 6 can be reformulated as follows:
Theorem 6'. // the entire ¡unction ¡(z) of exponential type n is periodic on the real axis with period 2zr (and hence bounded for real x), such that h(n/2) < 0, /(0) = 0 and \f(jn/n)\ < 1 for j = 1, 2, ..., 2« -1, then, for 0<co<n,
Indeed, an entire function f(z) of exponential type r is periodic on the real axis with period 2zr if and only if f(z) = S^__na¿ elkz (n < r). If, in addition, h(n/2) < 0, then /(z) = £ a eik* = P V-*)
where P (z) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 6. Hence (1.14 ) holds.
We observe that the requirement of periodicity in Theorem 6 can be dropped with little change in the conclusion if f(z) is bounded on the real axis.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Lemma 4. // P (z) is a polynomial of degree n such that maXOS*Sn-llP»(e'?<2* + 1)/")i7)l < l and Pn(X) = °' then f°r lÖl < "A2 (2.5) |Pnd''ö)|<|sin(»0/2)|.
Proof. This result is, essentially, due to Boas. Consider the trigonometric polynomial of degree n S (9) = e-in6P (e2ie). In the range 77/(277) < t < n/2 we have 0< |sin(n+ l)t\/{(n + l) sin t\<n/{2(n+ l)t}< 1 so that
i.e., for all positive n, \¡2\ <(n/2)ï™=l(l/k(2k -1)). On the other hand, sinOn-l)/_p.,.,t + e-iln.2)i + _ + ei(n-2)t + eint sin t so that sin(n + l)i "-=l + 2¿ cos 2kt sin t k=l if n is even and sintn + l)/ <"^)/2 ,". ,,
-=2 2-cos(2*+l)/ sin t ¡¿-o in case n is odd. For 0 < x < 1, cos x = 1 -x2/2 + x4/24 -x6/720 + ...<!-x2/2 + x4/24 < 1 -11 x2/24.
Hence, for 0 < t < 77/(2»), we have cos 2kt< 1 -11 k2t2/6 (l<k<j<n/n) and cos (2k+l)t< 1-11 (2k + l)2f2/24 (0 <*</< (2« -7t)/27t).
Thus, for even n and /' < w/7T, sind + 1)/ <l+2 (/ -T S t *2) + 2(«/2 -/) = (« + 1) -^ t2j(j + 1)(2/ + 1), sin / whereas, for odd n and /' < (2re -n)/2n, sind + l)r sin t < 21; + 1 -~ t2 ¿ (2k + l)2| + 2((« -l)/2 -/) 11 = (" + 1) _ ii t2(2;/3 + 1)(; + 1)(2/' + 1).
In case n is even we may choose ; = [n/n] > (n/n) -1 to conclude that for 0 < f < tt/(2»): (n + 1)2 *=0
The next k-mma is, in fact, the well-known interpolation formula of M. Riesz then for all real x (2.14) |/(x)|<(r/2)|x|.
Proof. An entire function of order less than 1 which is bounded on the real axis is necessarily a constant. If /(0) = 0 then it is identically zero and (2.14)
is trivially true. So let fiz) be an entire function of order 1 type r. If h (n/2) = c let Fiz)=e-iaT-c)/2)zz~lf(z). which completes the proof of (1.36).
To prove inequality (1.37), we use formula (2.12) which we may apply to the constant function 1 to first conclude that 1 -(-ire ■' . < 1 -*(l -(~ l}"e"ry) (2 -n/2) < 1 -ry (2 -*/2)(l -*"ry) . We do not make such a remark concerning inequality (1.37).
Proof of Theorem 10. By Lemma 9 we have /M = ry £ __--/WO, /t=-oo (ry)'1 + d77)z which in conjunction with (3.9) gives us |/(z'y)| < 1 -(1 -e~Ty)/ry. If 0 < a) < r we may set y = -log (1 -cú/t) to get the desired inequality l_(l_w/i-)r |/l-zlog(l-co/r))| <1 + log(l -co/t)t
